Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Advised computation, where external trusted assistance is provided to a machine to help it for computational tasks, was introduced by Karp and Lipton \[[@CR4]\] in 1982. Damm and Holzer \[[@CR1]\] considered giving advice to restricted versions of Turing machines. Recent work on finite automata with advice include the papers of Yamakami \[[@CR8]--[@CR11]\], Tadaki et al. \[[@CR7]\], Freivalds et al. \[[@CR3]\], Küçük et al. \[[@CR6]\] and Ďuriš et al. \[[@CR2]\]. Today, there are many different models in literature, partly because of the several options available for a machine to access its advice. However, all such models share some common properties. There is an advice function, which maps input lengths to advice strings and not needed to be computable. Advice strings are composed of characters from an advice alphabet. The machine has to use the same advice string when operating on inputs of the same length. We investigate the class of languages recognized by a machine when it consults some advice function having some bounded growing rate. We then play with that upper bound to see what happens to the aforementioned class. An advised automaton takes advantage of an advice string by reading the character under the advice head and choosing appropriate transition from its transition function accordingly. So the same machine may recognize different languages using different advice functions.

We focus on the advice tape model introduced by Küçük et al. in \[[@CR6]\]. Since that model becomes extremely powerful (able to recognize all languages) when allowed to use a 2-way input head, and is remarkably limited for the 1-way head case, \[[@CR2], Theorem 2\], \[[@CR6], Theorem 13\], we examine a limited version of two-way input access.

Some common terminology to be used in this paper are as follows: *n* denotes input length, *M* denotes an automaton, *L* denotes a language, *h* denotes an advice function, *w* denotes a string, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|w|_c$$\end{document}$ denotes the number of occurrences of character *c* in string *w*.

Here are some definitions of concepts that will be used in our discussion,

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------
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Definition 3 {#FPar3}
------------
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Our Model {#Sec2}
=========

We defined this model and decided to work on it because the model seems to provide a smooth passage from one-way input head to two-way input head. The name of the new model is *circular deterministic finite automaton with advice tape* (cdfat) which may have real-time or 1-way input and advice heads (4 possible versions). Circular machines read their input circularly, that is, when the input endmarker has seen and the next transition dictates machine to move its input head to right, the input head immediately returns to the beginning position. Advice head is not allowed to perform such a move.

Note that when restricted to a single pass on input, this model is exactly the same with the standard *deterministic finite automaton with advice tapes* model (except the two-way input head version) introduced by Küçük et al. \[[@CR6]\].

Definition {#Sec3}
----------
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### Theorem 3 {#FPar8}
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### Corollary 1 {#FPar12}
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### Proof {#FPar14}
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### Theorem 5 {#FPar15}
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### Proof {#FPar16}
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### Lemma 2 {#FPar17}
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                \begin{document}$$h(n) = (10^{|w|-1})^{\rho (|w|)}\#(010^{|w|-2})^{\rho (|w|)}\ldots \#(0^{|w|-1}1)^{\rho (|w|)} $$\end{document}$$Our machine will first search for the first 1 on advice tape and when it has been found, the machine saves the corresponding input character in its states and continue searching for the next 1. When it sees the next 1 it checks the corresponding input character with the one it saved before. If they mismatch input is rejected. The machine then continue searching for 1s and do the same checking till the end of the first pass. It then start with the second pass and do the same procedure again, checking the equality of next character position in substring *w*. If the endmarker of advice is reached, input is accepted.

### Lemma 3 {#FPar18}
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### Lemma 4 {#FPar19}
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### Theorem 6 {#FPar20}
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### Proof {#FPar21}
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### Theorem 7 {#FPar23}
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### Theorem 8 {#FPar25}
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### Theorem 9 {#FPar27}
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This trick works because a cdfat with one-way heads must forward its advice head within $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Corollary 3 {#FPar29}
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It is already known that dfat with 2-way input head is equal in power with the prefix advice model when provided with constant advice \[[@CR5], Theorem 3.8\]. Since our model is sandwiched in between the 2-way input model and advice prefix model when it comes to power, we deduce that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i\in \mathbb {N}$$\end{document}$. Therefore an interesting question to ask is what is the minimum advice for which more passes over input enlarges the class of languages recognized. Küçük and others showed that when provided with polynomial advice, 2-way input head is more powerful than 1-way head \[[@CR6], Theorem 14\]. We proved a stronger result and gave an ultimate answer to the aforementioned question. It turns out that even 2 passes over input is more powerful than a single pass when the machine is provided with an increasing advice.

### Theorem 10 {#FPar30}
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### Proof {#FPar31}
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### Lemma 5 {#FPar32}
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### Lemma 6 {#FPar34}
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### Lemma 7 {#FPar36}
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### Proof {#FPar37}
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An interesting question to ask is what is the minimum advice or pass needed in order for a model to recognize any language. We can show some lower bounds using Lemmas [1](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} and [7](#FPar36){ref-type="sec"}. *PAL* is the language of even palindromes.

### Corollary 4 {#FPar40}
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### Corollary 5 {#FPar41}
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Conclusions and Open Questions {#Sec5}
==============================

We showed that cdfat with real-time heads can utilize up to linearly many passes over input. We showed that with exponential pass, the real-time machine can recognize any language. However we do not know if the machine can utilize more than linear passes. There may be a clever algorithm for recognizing any language with linear passes.

We showed that even the most powerful version of the cdfat, that is the one having one-way input and advice heads, cannot recognize some languages when there is not enough advice (a nearly linear bound). However we are not aware of an algorithm for this machine which uses less than exponential resources to recognize any language. It would be nice to know the minimum amount of resources needed to recognize any language.

We compared the class of languages recognized by single pass deterministic finite automaton with one-way heads and unlimited advice with the growing class of languages recognized by a real-time cdfat as we allow more passes over input. Since we know that the former class is bigger than the latter when we allow only constant amount of pass over input and the reverse is true when we allow exponential passes over input, we wonder how that growing takes place and is there any pass limit for which the two classes are equal. It turned out that this is not the case. As long as the allowed pass limit is not constant and sub-logarithmic, two classes are not subsets of each other. However we do not know exactly when the latter class encompasses the former one.
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